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Featured Application: The method discussed in this paper has applications in the context of
predicting traffic noise in large urban environments. The system designed by the authors provides
an accurate description of traffic noise by relying on measurements of road noise from few
monitoring stations appropriately distributed over the zone of interest. A prescription is given
of how to choose the location of the noise stations.

Abstract: Dynamap, a co-financed project by the European Commission through the Life+ 2013
program, aims at developing a dynamic approach for noise mapping that is capable of updating
environmental noise levels through a direct link with a limited number of noise monitoring terminals.
Dynamap is based on the idea of finding a suitable set of roads that display similar traffic noise
behavior (temporal noise profile over an entire day) so that one can group them together into a
single noise map. Each map thus represents a group of road stretches whose traffic noise will be
updated periodically, typically every five minutes during daily hours and every hour during night.
The information regarding traffic noise will be taken continuously from a small number of monitoring
stations (typically 24) appropriately distributed over the urban zone of interest. To achieve this goal,
we have performed a detailed analysis of traffic noise data, recorded every second from 93 monitoring
stations randomly distributed over the entire urban area of the City of Milan. Our results are presented
for a restricted area, the urban Zone 9 of Milan. We have separated the entire set of (about 2000)
stretches into six groups, each one represented by a noise map, and gave a prescription for the
locations of the future 24 monitoring stations. From our analysis, it is estimated that the mean overall
error for each group of stretches (noise map), averaged over the 24 h, is about 2 dB.

Keywords: traffic noise; road clustering; noise monitoring stations; dynamic acoustic maps; error on
acoustic maps

1. Introduction

In the last decade, distributed acoustic monitoring systems started to appear in urban contexts,
due to lowering costs of electronic components and to cheaper and smaller hardware for data transfer.
Triggered by the European Directive 2002/49/EC and connected to the assessment and management of
environmental noise (END) [1], this interest has grown due to the awareness that noise maps represent
a powerful tool for determining the population exposure to environmental noise. The recent END
revision [2] has updated the current situation on the application of the END. Noise pollution continues
to be a major health problem in Europe, with a host of health effects that can be summarized as follows:
annoyance [3], sleep disorders with awakenings [4], learning impairment [5–7], and hypertension
ischemic heart disease [8–10]. In this context, the END’s prescription for noise maps and action plans,
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have prompted many efforts by the member states and the scientific community to high level study and
propose new mitigation systems for the main sources of noise: road traffic [11,12], railway traffic [13,14],
airports [15,16], industrial centers [17,18], plus other sources recognized as highly annoying [19,20].
In particular, mitigation measures in urban context need to be identified according to a realistic picture
of noise distribution over urban areas. This requirement demands for real-time measurements and
processing to assess the acoustic impact of noise sources.

A number of projects have been devoted to making extended noise measurements. To cite a
few: the SENSEable Pisa project [21] was aimed at developing a network of noise sensors located at
the residences of volunteer citizens to produce a detailed real-time acoustic overview of the territory.
In the same way, the NoiseTube [22] and Smart Citizen [23] research projects proposed a participative
approach to monitoring noise pollution by involving the citizenship. The Harmonica project [24]
suggested the creation of a simple, a-dimensional noise index, closer to the feelings of the populations
than the usual averaged indicators, similar to the ones used for air quality. Noisemote [25], a real-time
service for environmental noise control based on wireless capabilities operates in such a way that
sensors constantly monitor the environment by collecting data and sending real-time alerts if noise
levels exceed the prescribed threshold. H.U.S.H. project [26] (Harmonization of Urban noise reduction
Strategies for Homogeneous action plans) had the general goal of contributing to the harmonization
of the national laws to the European ones for the noise management contained in Directive 49/2002,
starting from the realization of a study and an intervention in the city of Florence, considered as a
pilot case. The project QUADMAP [27], which stands for QUiet Areas Definition and Management in
Action Plans, delivered a method and guidelines for the identification, delineation, characterization,
improvement, and management of quiet areas in urban regions as per the Environmental Noise
Directive 2002/49/EC.

The idea that a limited number of real-time noise measurements could be used to build up a noise
map and could be representative of a large area found its realization in the Dynamap project [28].
Dynamap is a co-financed project by the European Commission through the Life+ 2013 program
designed to produce dynamic noise maps within a large urban area. The method is described for a
given zone in the city of Milan (Zone 9, illustrated in Figure 1), consisting of about 2000 road arches,
using 24 continuous measuring stations [29].
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The idea that noise emission from a street generally depends on its activity, its use in the urban
context rather than strictly from its geometric characteristics, suggested a different approach to
monitoring sampling based on stratified sampling [30,31].

Therefore, our approach to road monitoring [32,33] followed this suggestion and aimed at
optimizing the number of monitoring sites. Extensive comparisons between the stratified sampling by
legislative road classification and that by mean cluster profiles are made in [34], wherein the authors
describe the monitoring activities (including data collection managing) performed to characterize the
road noise of the city and the procedure used to identify the best clustering method to statistically
aggregate them in two clusters, depending on their hourly noise level profiles. Such an approach
was also taken in [35]. For a complex urban context, the suitability of the mapping process is related
to the fact that vehicle flow patterns are typically quite regular, allowing them to be classified using
essentially two main clusters of different road traffic behaviors [36].

In Reference [37], the obtained clusters, based on a restricted traffic road noise sample, were tested
to check for their normal distribution and “statistical independence” of the mean values. Such clusters
were shown to be very robust in terms of cluster composition at different time scales. Noise level
profiles had time resolutions of 60, 30, 20, 15, 10 and 5 min [38].

In References [39,40], each cluster was also cross-checked with non-acoustic information (e.g., rush
hour traffic flow or average daily traffic volume) in order to assign each road segment to the
correspondent noise cluster. The two clusters proved to be more efficient for the estimate of the
mean LAeqd and LAeqn levels than those observed for the functional classification of roads because of
a better correspondence between the statistical profiles and the measured sound sources [39].

The analysis of the distribution of a non-acoustic parameter (which depends on vehicular flows)
within each cluster allows for the attribution of a specific noise profile for each road within the entire
urban zone. In this way, entire road arches can be divided (for convenience of representation) into
six groups to cover the entire area of interest [40]. Therefore, each group will be represented by its
own dynamic noise map. In this paper, we discuss how to estimate the errors associated with each
acoustic map. To start the process, four monitoring stations were planned to be installed for each
group, selecting the most representative arches. The procedure for updating the pre-calculated six
basic noise maps in the starting phase of Dynamap is discussed. The process is based on the average
of noise level variations calculated at the monitoring stations, according to two different procedures.
The absolute equivalent noise level at a given time interval for an arbitrary location in the urban pilot
area could be obtained by properly summing the six acoustic maps updated values.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. The Equivalent Noise Level Clustering

The analysis of hourly traffic noise measurements from the 93 sites distributed over the city of
Milan have been performed using standard clustering techniques which has been described extensively
in [29,33,39]. The analysis resulted in the identification of two clusters, here denoted as Clusters 1 and
2, which display similar time dependences. The results are shown in Figure 2, for the mean normalized
acoustic equivalent levels δik for each cluster k = 1, 2 as a function of the hour i of the day. Here, the
choice to resort to normalized levels are justified by the non-homogeneity of monitoring conditions,
such as the different distances from the road as well as the characteristics of the street itself.

These two clusters summarize the typical behavior by which roads can be divided into.
In particular, Cluster 1 represents roads characterized by strong variations in equivalent levels between
day and night periods and therefore in the corresponding traffic flow in these two periods. On the
contrary, Cluster 2 presents fewer variations, which can be associated with a rather high traffic flow
rate both during the day and night periods.
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2.2. The Non-Acoustic Parameter and Its Distribution Function

In order to predict traffic noise for a given road stretch, when a direct measurement is not
practicable, we need to define a non-acoustic parameter, which we denote generically as x and is
related to model calculations of the traffic flow on that road stretch. Here, we have used the traffic
model developed by the municipal agency for mobility, environment and territory (Agenzia Mobilità
Ambiente e Territorio, AMAT), in charge of the transportation policy in the city of Milan. The model
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provides mean hourly values of traffic flow for each road stretch n in the entire urban zone of Milan.
The hourly behavior of the traffic noise for a given road stretch n, characterized by a value xn, can
be described in terms of the distribution functions of the variable x, P(x), obtained from the roads
belonging to Clusters 1 and 2. The corresponding distribution functions, denoted as P1(x) and P2(x),
are shown in Figure 4, for the choice of x given by the logarithm of the total daily traffic flow rate
x = Log(TT). Other choices of x lead to similar qualitative behavior [39,40].
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As one can see from Figure 3, there is a conspicuous overlap between the two distributions,
suggesting that a sharp separation into two clusters is not possible in general. We conclude that a
given value of x has components in both clusters, meaning that the temporal evolution of the noise for
a given road stretch is partly due to Cluster 1 and partly due to Cluster 2. The idea of the method is to
evaluate the probability β1 that x belongs to Cluster 1 and the probability β2 = 1 − β1 that it belongs
to Cluster 2. The corresponding values of β are given by the following relations:

β1(x) =
P1(x)

P1(x) + P2(x)
(1)

β2(x) =
P2(x)

P1(x) + P2(x)
.

Using the values of β1,2 we can predict the hourly variations δx(h) for a given value of x
according to

δx(h) = β1(x) δC1(h) + β2(x) δC2(h) (2)

with δC1(h) and δC2(h) representing the mean hourly values of the equivalent level (Figure 2) for both
Clusters 1 and 2, respectively. The error made in using Equation (2) can be estimated (see also Section 3)
by calculating the square deviation ε2 of the prediction δx(h) from the measured values δmeas(h), that is

ε2 =
1

24

24

∑
h=1

[δx(h)− δmeas(h)]
2. (3)
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One important requirement for the location of monitoring stations is that the corresponding road
stretches, where they are positioned, have values of the non-acoustic parameter x distributed uniformly
over the typical range of values found in the urban zone under consideration (see Section 2.3). To check
this for the 93 measurement locations, we have compared the distribution function of x for Zone 9 (Z9)
of Milan with the P(x) obtained from the stretches where the noise measurements were performed.
The results are shown in Figure 5, suggesting that the choice of sampling locations was appropriate.
To be noted is that the latter has been fitted analytically from the 93 x-values, which are more or less
scattered over the same range of x as the one for Z9. In Figure 5, we also compare the distribution P(x)
for the entire city of Milan with the one from Zone 9, clearly showing that the latter is a representative
subset of the entire urban zone.
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2.3. The Acoustic Maps and the Associated Groups of Road Stretches

For the effective implementation of Dynamap, we have only 24 stations at our disposal. In this
case, the station locations should not be chosen purely at random, but distributed in such a way as to
approximate as much as possible the empirical distribution of x from Z9 (see Figure 5). For this reason,
we have divided the entire range of x values from Z9 into (arbitrarily) 6 intervals, called groups, so
that each one contains approximately the same number of road stretches, thus mimicking a uniform
distribution of locations. The decision of taking six groups is dictated by practical reasons about the
number of acoustic maps that will be handled in the actual implementation of Dynamap. It should
be noted that, once the number of groups has been chosen, six in this case, the arbitrariness in the
determination of the groups is removed. The corresponding groups of roads for Z9 are displayed
in Figure 6.
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Once we have determined the six groups of x values (Table 1), the acoustic map of each group
will be obtained from Equation (2) by using the mean values β1 and β2 within each group. They read

β1
(

xg
)
=

P1
(

xg
)

P1
(

xg
)
+ P2

(
xg

) (4)

β2
(

xg
)
=

P2
(

xg
)

P1
(

xg
)
+ P2

(
xg

)
where xg is the mean value of x within group g. The values of β1,2 for each group are reported in
Table 1 (cf. Figure 6).

Table 1. Mean values of β1 and β2 for the six groups of x = log(TT) within Z9.

Range of x 0.0–3.0 3.0–3.5 3.5–3.9 3.9–4.2 4.2–4.5 4.5–5.2

β1 0.99 0.81 0.63 0.50 0.41 0.16
β2 0.01 0.19 0.37 0.50 0.59 0.84

3. Error Estimation for the Acoustic Maps

In this section, we evaluate the mean statistical errors incurred within the present method for
predicting the hourly equivalent noise levels of each acoustic map, i.e., for each group of road stretches.
For convenience, the six groups will be denoted by g = [g1, g2, g3, g4, g5, g6]. To be noted is that each
group represents a subset of road stretches within Z9 to which we associate the same equivalent noise
variation δx. In other words, all road stretches show the same dynamic noise behavior described by
the group acoustic map. Local information regarding the single road stretch can be obtained according
to the procedure discussed in Section 4.

In order to estimate the total statistical error of each map, represented here by the corresponding
variances of the different contributions to the noise variations, we rely on the fact that, for N
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uncorrelated random processes, the total variance of their sum, σ2
N , is given by the sum of the

individual variances. In our case, we have identified four processes whose fluctuations contribute to
the total statistical error, σ2

T , yielding the result

σ2
T = σ2

pred + σ2
stat + σ2

comp + σ2
sample (5)

corresponding to the intrinsic prediction error of the method, σ2
pred, the statistical variance of the

equivalent noise levels measured by the monitoring stations, σ2
stat, the different cluster compositions

for different time intervals, σ2
comp, and the variance due to stratified sampling, σ2

sample. In what follows,
we discuss each term in Equation (5) separately.

3.1. The Error Prediction of the Equivalent Noise Level: σ2
pred

This error has been discussed above with respect to Equation (3). In order to estimate it for each
group g, we calculate the mean errors, ε2

1 and ε2
2, for the predictions of the monitoring station noise

levels for Cluster 1 and Cluster 2, using Equation (3). Once these mean errors are known, we estimate
the mean prediction error inside each group according to the relation

σ2
pred

(
xg

)
= β1(xg) ε

2
1 + β2(xg)ε

2
2 (6)

where β1(xg) and β2(xg) are given in Table 1.

3.2. The Statistical Variance of Sampling Measurements from Clusters 1 and 2: σ2
stat

In the calculations, we have considered the mean noise levels from each measurement location
in Cluster 1 and Cluster 2, σ2

1 and σ2
2, respectively. Therefore, for each group g we have the

following relation:
σ2

stat
(
xg

)
= β1(xg) σ

2
1 + β2(xg) σ

2
2. (7)

3.3. Cluster Compostion Error on Time Intervals Smaller than the Hour: σ2
comp

Our clustering calculations are based on hourly data of equivalent traffic noise. In order to have
a guidance to define the updating time of the noise map, we investigated two time intervals shorter
than the 1 h reference; for practical applications, we will deal with time intervals of 5 min, 15 min, and
1 h. Therefore, the question arises as to whether the composition (set of road stretches) belonging to
each cluster remains the same, and, if it does not, how the differences are to be quantified. We have
therefore repeated the clustering process for the 5 min and 15 min data and compared them with the
hourly results in the following way. For each time interval τ = (5, 15) min, we obtained the mean
values δmeas,C1,2(τ)(τ) every τ mins, averaged over the roads belonging to Clusters 1 and 2 as given
by the clustering analysis for time interval τ. Then, we calculated the same mean quantities using
the cluster composition obtained from the hourly clusters, δmeas,C1,2(h)(τ). Finally, the mean-square
differences were obtained:

σ2
comp,C1,2(τ) =

1
N(τ) ∑N(τ)

t=1 [δmeas,C1,2(τ)(t)− δmeas,C1,2(h)(t)]
2 (8)

where N(τ)= 24 (60/τ) is the number of data points within the 24 h period. In order to calculate the error
associated with each group, we multiply each cluster variance in Equation (8) by the corresponding
mean β1(xg) and β2(xg) for Clusters 1 and 2, respectively:

σ2
comp

(
xg

)
= β1(xg) σ

2
comp,C1(τ) + β2(xg) σ

2
comp,C2(τ). (9)
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3.4. Error Associated with the Stratified Sampling Method: σ2
sample

In stratified spatial sampling, the sample is split up into strata (sub-samples) in order to decrease
variances in sample estimates, to use partly non-random methods applied to sub-groups or clusters,
or to study strata individually [42]. The central limit theorem states that, given a sufficiently large
sample size n, from a population of size N with a finite level of variance σ2

pop, the mean x of all samples
taken from the same population will be approximately equal to the mean of the population (expected
value). Furthermore, all of the samples will follow an approximate normal distribution pattern, with
all variances σ2

x being approximately equal to the variance of the population divided by each sample’s
size n, that is σ2

x = σ2
pop/n. The maximum error σsample, which is the largest expected deviation of

the sample mean from the population mean with the stated confidence level 1−α (for 1 − α = 95%,
the amplitude of the Gaussian distribution is Zασx with Zα = 1.96), is σsample = Zασx. The minimum
number of elements of a sample nmin for a correct estimation of the mean of the population within an
accuracy ±σsample is

nmin =Z2
α σ

2
pop/σ2

sample. (10)

In general, σ2
pop is unknown, so we used in its place the sample variance σ2

x, i.e.,

nmin =Z2
α σ

2
x/σ2

sample. (11)

In our case, the overall sample size consists of 192 measurements to be divided into each cluster.
According to Equation (11), the actual expected deviation σsample for the two clusters with a number of
measurements, nc1, nc2, respectively, reads

σsamplei
=Zα σi/

√
nci (i = 1, 2) (12)

Figures 7–9 show the expected deviationσsample calculated for a temporal discretization τ= (5, 15, 60) min.
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To provide a homogeneous uncertainty, we chose different updating times for the day and
night hours.

In Table 2, the mean expected deviation σsample calculated within the three time intervals Th,
defined as Th = (07:00–21:00), (21:00–01:00), and (01:00–07:00), for the three discretization times, defined
as τ = (5, 15, 60) min is reported for each cluster. The time interval subdivision allows us to estimate an
overall mean σsample1 of 0.37 dB and an overall mean sample σsample2 of 0.33 dB for Clusters 1 and 2,
respectively. As is apparent, the sampling error can be neglected as compared to those reported in
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Table 3. Since the stratified sampling method represents an intrinsic error due to the finite number of
measurements, we take the same value (mean value) σsample

(
xg

)
= 0.35 dB for each group g.

Table 2. Mean expected deviation σsample calculated within the three time intervals used in this
work—Th = (07:00–21:00), (21:00–01:00), and (01:00–07:00)—for the three discretization times τ = (5, 15,
60) min for both clusters. The average daily values are therefore 0.37 dB for C1 and 0.33 dB for C2.

Interval τ (min)
Cluster 1 Cluster 2

Total n◦ of Measurements
n◦ Measurements σsample1 (dB) n◦ Measurements σsample2 (dB)

07:00–21:00 5 110 0.32 82 0.26
19221:00–01:00 15 106 0.36 86 0.30

01:00–07:00 60 125 0.44 67 0.42

Table 3. Mean daily values of the error contributions to σT (dB) for each group (acoustic map) g.
The different symbols correspond to the intrinsic prediction error of the method, σpred, the statistical
variance of the equivalent noise levels measured by the monitoring stations, σstat, the different cluster
compositions for different time intervals, σcomp, and the error due to stratified sampling, σsample.

Error/Group g1 g2 g3 g4 g5 g6

σpred 1.47 1.44 1.40 1.37 1.36 1.31
σstat 1.53 1.47 1.40 1.35 1.32 1.22
σcomp 0.14 0.15 0.17 0.18 0.18 0.20
σsample 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35
σT 2.16 2.09 2.02 1.96 1.94 1.83

3.5. Summary of Error Components for Each Group: σ2
T

We report in Table 3 the values obtained for the different error contributions in Equation (5) to the
total error σT for each group g.

The estimated uncertainty of about 2 dB represents a promising result as suggested in the Good
Practice Guide for strategic noise mapping [43]. This result will be further investigated in the test and
fault analysis phase of the project.

4. Discussion on the Initialization of Dynamap and Its Implementation

In this section, we discuss how Dynamap can be brought to operation from the very beginning.
The 24 stations (indexes i = 1–24) have been chosen so that there are 4 stations (index j = 1–4) in
each one of the six groups, indexed (g1, . . . , g6), that the pilot Zone 9 of Milan has been divided into
(see Figure 10). We can see, for example, that (i = 3, 16, 19, 24) belong to group g1. For each group
g, we then have the correspondence of (g, j) with i using the notation M(g, j) = i. In this example,
correspondence is expressed as follows: M(1, 1) = 3, M(1, 2) = 16, M(1, 3) = 19, and M(1, 4) = 24.
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4.1. Starting Operations of Dynamap from Four Monitoring Stations in Each Group g: δτ
g,j(t)

An acoustic map has been associated with each group g, so that all road stretches within a group
are represented by the same acoustic map. Operatively, each station i records a noise signal at a 30 ms
resolution, which will be integrated, after filtering the anomalous events, in a 1 s equivalent noise
level [44,45]. The signal then needs further integration to obtain Leqτ,i over a predefined temporal
interval τ (τ = 51,560 min). Thus, we get 24 Leqτ,i values every τ min, each one corresponding to a
recording station i. To update the acoustic maps, we deal with variations δτg,j(t), where the time t is
discretized as t = nτ and n is an integer, defined according to

δτg,j(t) =LeqτM(g,j)(t)(measured) − LeqrefM(g,j)(Tre f )(calculated) (13)

where Leqref, M(g,j) (calculated) is a reference value calculated from the acoustic map of group g (the
CADNA model) at the time interval Tref = (08:00–09:00) at the point corresponding to the position of
the M(g, j)-th station. The CADNA model provides mean hourly Leq values over the entire city of
Milan at a resolution of 20 m given a set of input traffic flow data, thus representing a reference static
acoustic map. Here, we have chosen the reference time Tref = (08:00–09:00) for convenience, since it
displays rush-hour type of behavior. The temporal ranges within the day are conventionally chosen as

τ = 5 min for (07:00–21:00);
τ = 15 min for (21:00–01:00);
τ = 60 min for (01:00–07:00).

Once all the δτg,j(t) values have been obtained, the six acoustic maps can be updated corresponding
to each group g by averaging the variations in Equation (13) over the four values j in each group,
according to

δτg (t) =
1
4

Σ4
j=1δ

τ
g,j(t). (14)

The variations δτg,j(t) originated from the (g,j)-th station must remain bound within the
group Acceptance Interval (A.I.) [Qτ

1,g(t)− 1.5· IQRτ
g (t), Qτ

3,g(t) + 1.5· IQRτ
g (t)], where IQRτ

g is the
interquartile range obtained as the difference between the 75th (Qτ

3,g(t)) and 25th (Qτ
1,g(t)) percentiles
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calculated at the same time t (of duration time τ) of the day for all δτg,j(t). These quantities can be
obtained initially from the data recorded over the few previous working days (running or moving
averages) during the operation of Dynamap. In the case in which a variation δτg,j(t) falls outside the
group A.I., the contribution of the (g, j)-th station is considered to be an outlier and it is not included
in Equation (14). Then, the average is performed over the remaining active stations. In this way, the
acoustic maps can be updated. In the extreme case in which more than 12 of the stations of the entire
network (for instance two stations per group fail to remain within the A.I.) have exceeded their A.I.s,
we are in the presence of a global network extreme event, so their data cannot be rejected but need to
be included in the updating procedure of the maps. The number of excluded stations (here initially
taken as 12) will be reconsidered during the development of Dynamap.

4.2. Clustering of the 24 Recording Stations: δτ
C1,2(t)

In the following, we discuss a second procedure for updating the acoustic maps based on the
two-cluster expansion scheme, which should be more accurate as it uses all the 24 stations to determine
δτg (t) simultaneously. The clustering method cannot be implemented until a sufficient amount of noise
data from the 24 stations have been recorded. That is, from each station, we need to record Leqτ,i(t) and
obtain sufficiently accurate mean values for each interval of time τ. Then, the clustering calculation
can be performed.

Once the compositions of Clusters 1 and 2 have been found (meaning that there are N1 stations in
Cluster 1, k1 = (1, . . . , N1), and N2 stations in Cluster 2, k2 = (1, . . . , N2), such that N1 + N2 = 24), we
need to rearrange the variations obtained from Equation (14) according to the indices C1,k1 and C2,k2,
which we denote as δτC1,k1(t) and δτC2,k2(t) within each cluster, C1 and C2. Then, we calculate the mean
variations, δτC1(t) and δτC2(t), for each cluster according to,

δτC1(t) =
1

N1
ΣN1

k1=1 δ
τ
C1,k1(t) (15)

δτC2(t) =
1

N2
ΣN2

k2=1 δ
τ
C2,k2(t)

where C1,k1 and C2,k2 are the N1 and N2 indices of stations belonging to Cluster 1 and Cluster 2,
respectively. Here, the allowed ranges of variation of (δτC1,k1(t), δ

τ
C2,k2(t)) are (compared to

Equation (14)) similarly determined using [Qτ
1,C1,2(t)− 1.5· IQRτ

C1,2(t), Qτ
3,C1,2(t) + 1.5· IQRτ

C1,2(t)],
calculated for all stations (k1, k2) within each cluster, C1 and C2, respectively. Then, the mean variation
δτg (t) associated with each group g can be calculated using the formula

δτg (t) =β1(xg) δ
τ
C1(t) + β2(xg) δ

τ
C2(t) (16)

where the parameters β1(xg) and β2(xg) for each group g are reported in Table 1 for the entire city of
Milan. Here, the value xg represents the mean non-acoustic parameter associated with group g, and
β1(xg), β2(xg) the corresponding probabilities to belong to Clusters 1 and 2, respectively. Again, in
the extreme case in which more than 12 of the stations of the entire network have exceeded their
A.I.’s (for instance 6 stations per cluster fail to remain within their A.I.’s), we are in the presence
of a global network extreme event, so their data cannot be rejected but need to be included in the
updating procedure of the maps. The number of excluded stations (here initially taken as 12) will be
reconsidered during the development of Dynamap.

4.3. Leq at Time t for Arbitrary Receiver Point a: Leqa
τ(t)

Let us discuss next the way in which the absolute level Leqa
τ(t) at time t for an arbitrary location

point a can be obtained from the measured values of δτg (t) using either Equation (14) or Equation (16).
The first quantity we need to know is the value of Leqref(g,a) at the point a due to the noise produced by
roads in the group g, which is provided by the calculated (CADNA) acoustic base map. The absolute
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level Leqa
τ(t) at location a at time t = nτ can then be obtained by properly adding the contribution of

each base map with its variation δτg :

Leqa
τ(t) = 10·Log ∑6

g=1 10
Leqref(g,a)+δτg (t)

10 . (17)

This operation provides what we called the “scaled map” (dynamic map). In Figure 11, the
working scheme procedure of Dynamap is illustrated. The process includes the data collection from
field noise monitoring terminals (NMTs), the scaling of the basic noise maps, and finally their sum to
achieve the updated scaled noise map of the entire area.
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5. Conclusions

We have described a method for predicting traffic noise in large urban environments. The system
designed provides an accurate description of traffic noise by relying on measurements of road noise
from a few monitoring stations appropriately distributed over the zone of interest.

In particular, we have discussed a procedure for starting and implementing the six acoustic
maps (one for each group g) of Dynamap for Zone 9 in the City of Milan. This procedure considers
three time intervals during the day—07:00–21:00, 21:00–01:00 and 01:00–07:00—associated with three
discretization times—5, 15 and 60 min, respectively. We have presented two methods for evaluating
the variations δτg (t) [dB], one in which their average is performed over the four stations within each
group g and a second method that uses the corresponding values β1(xg) and β2(xg) for each group g.
We have presented a general formula for obtaining the absolute level Leqa

τ(t) at time t for the update
time τ at an arbitrary receiver point a (scaled map), and we have estimated the total errors associated
with each map by including the possible uncertainties intrinsic to the model.
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